Abstract
Introduction
In a series of papers (see [S] for an enumeration), Bergstra and Tucker investigated the scope of algebraic methods for specifying abstract data types. Bergstra and Klop [l, 21 lifted these investigations one level, to consider parametrized data types. They established a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an algebraic specification for persistent parametrized data types whose domain consists of all the semicomputable algebras in some quasi-variety. I propose to prove a similar theorem for persistent parametrized data types whose parameters come from certain classes of computable data types. The theorem of [2] is a generalizationPallowing parameters that are not minimal -of the main result of [ 11. The theorem to be proved here should be compared to the latter. In more detail, and with some terminology explained in Section 1, this result of Bergstra and Klop may be described as follows. A parametrized data type is defined as a partial functor F from the class ALG(C) of all minimal algebras of some signature C to another such class ALG(d ), with C E A. Such an F is persistent if for all A in the domain of F, F(A) is isomorphic to an expansion of A. Actually, one would expect a parametrized data type to respect the structure of ALG(C) as a category of algebras, in some way or other, but the argument does not require any condition of that sort.
F: ALG(C)-+ALG(A)
is called efective if there exists a pair (y, E) of computable functions that transforms any pair Y = (r, E) of a (finite) extension r of C and a finite set E of conditional equations over r that specifies an algebra AEdom F in the initial algebra semantics into a pair (y(P), s(Y)), a g ain of a finite signature and a finite set of conditional equations, that specifies F(A) in the initial algebra semantics. Then Theorem 3.1 of [l] states that if the domain of a parametrized data type
F : ALG(C)+ALG(A)
consists of all the semicomputable C-algebras satisfying some arbitrary finite set EO of conditional equations, F is effective if and only if there is a finite specification (r, H) such that, for any finite specification (C', E') of any algebra AEdom F, (TuC', HUE') specifies F(A) (all in the initial algebra semantics).
This theorem derives its significance from the fact that the algebras that have a finite initial algebra specification are precisely the semicomputable ones, and its proof employs the proof of this fact as found in [4] . A similar characterization has been given in [3] of the algebras which have a finite equational specification that works for both the initial and the final algebra semantics, as the computable algebras. It will be employed below in a similar way to prove a result that, ideally, would be formulated exactly as the theorem of Bergstra and Klop quoted earlier, except that specifications, which now contain only pure equations, are to work both for the initial and the final algebra semantics, while the parameter algebras must be computable.
Unfortunately, the correspondence between algebraic concepts on the one hand and recursion theoretic concepts on the other is not as straightforward in our case as it was in the case of initial algebra specifications.
In what follows, precedence has been given to the side of recursion theory: the Kreisel-Lacombe-Shoenfield theorem [6] gives rise to a discussion of parametrized data types, with limitations dictated by [6] . Two basic restrictions result. First, an initial-and-final algebra specification of an algebra A contains information not only about which equations are true in A, but also about which equations are false. The need to handle such information in a uniform way leads to the requirement that parameters contain the ordinary booleans, and equality functions for all other sorts. Second, the restriction of [6] to functionals with a recursively dense base leads to a restriction to parametrized data types whose domain has a refutation method-roughly, a method of constructing counterexamples to simple (in-)equalities that do not hold all over the domain. These limitations may be considered severe. The second, however, does allow the domain to consist of all computable minimal algebras of a given signature (cf.
Section 2)-which kind of domain seems the most important in practice. Similarly, in practice the average parameter can be made to fit the first limitation. The overall structure of this paper is as follows. Section 1 contains general preliminaries: notation and terminology of specification theory and recursion theory, with a few basic facts, and a subsection on coding. Sections 2 and 3 introduce the notions of refutation method and algebra with equality. Section 4 contains the main argument.
Sections 5 and 6 give two proofs that were suppressed in Section 4.
Preliminaries
By a signature I shall understand a finite set of symbols, some of which are marked as sort symbols, while the rest are function symbols. Moreover, for each function symbol fa fixed nonempty sequence of sorts is given, which I call the type of f: Let r be a signature. An algebra A of signature r (short: a r-algebra)
consists of a sequence of nonempty sets, one for each sort symbol cr~T (the carrier of CJ), and for each function symbol fer an operation f* subject to the following condition: if (C1,..., a,) is the type of fand Ai (1 &i<n) is the carrier of Oi, then f* is a function from A, x . . . x A, _ 1 to A,. If it is sufficiently clear which algebra is under discussion, I will use the same symbol for f and f*.
In general, I shall denote the carrier of sort o in an algebra A by A,, and likewise for the other letters in the alphabet.
(As appeared above, this convention may be overruled by esthetic considerations.) I shall write A for the disjoint union of the carriers of A.
If A is an algebra of signature A and r is a subsignature of A, I shall denote the reduct of A to r by A /r. A rr is obtained by dropping the carriers of sorts in A -r, and forgetting the operations corresponding with function symbols in A -r. Extending the carrier notation just introduced, A lr may be a proper subset of A. Let r be a signature.
From the function symbols and an unlimited supply of variables of each sort, terms over r may be constructed as usual. A term is closed if it does not contain any variables. I shall denote the set of all closed terms over r by
T(T).
Every term has a unique sort: if x is a variable of sort CJ (which one may signal by writing x0), then CJ is the sort of x; and if err,. . . , on_ 1 are the sorts of terms t,, . . . , t,_ 1 The set T(T) of all closed r-terms naturally gives rise to a minimal r-algebra, the algebra of closed terms, which I shall denote by T(T). Every AEALG(T) is a homomorphic image of T(T).
I .I. Coding
For each signature r, I assume a fixed, effective, bijective coding (Godel numbering) gnr: T(T)+N, with inverse tmr : N-T(T) ("the nth closed term over r"), (This convention is of course impossible if T(T) is finite. For this trivial case, assume that gnr is a bijection to an initial segment (0, . . . . n} of N, and tmr(m)= tm,-(n) for m>n.
Then still tmrgnr(t) = t.) When confusion is unlikely, I write rtj for gnr(t) and ii for t+(n).
The set S of all pairs (m, n) such that tmr(m) = tmr(n) is a meaningful equation (i.e. for which tmr(m) and tmr(n) belong to the same sort) may be assumed (primitive) recursive. I shall code the meaningful simple equations by a primitive recursive function zr : N x N +N such that the restriction rcr /S is a bijection onto N. (I shall drop the subscript r when confusion is unlikely. Again, some stipulation must be made for the case that T(T) is finite.) rc has inverses rcl (projection to the first coordinate) and rc2 (to the second). For n&J, A shall be the equation zl(n)=x2(n); conversely, 7r(rtll, rt2J) may be written rtl = tzl. When the signatures must be kept in mind, I shall write mer(n) for fi and gn,(t, = tz) for [tl = t21.
Through the Giidel numbering gnr, certain binary relations over T(T) correspond with sets of natural numbers. Thus, if we have a fixed signature r in mind, properties of such relations correspond with properties of sets X z N. In particular, I shall call Xg N an equivalence if Through the coding, the congruences with regard to gnr correspond with congruence relations over T(T). Hence, the congruences with regard to gnr are precisely the functions XA for AEALG(r).
Algebraic specification of abstract data types
Abstract data types may be identified with isomorphism classes of algebras. I shall speak of specifications of algebras, with the understanding that specification is always modulo isomorphism.
In general, a specification is a pair Y:= (r, @) of a signature r and a set @ of formulas of some kind over r. I shall only consider specifications that are Jinite and equational, i.e. in which @ is finite and consists entirely of equations.
If Y= (r, @) and Y' = (r', @') are specifications, then YuY' will be shorthand for (TUT', @u@'). Let Y=(r, 0) be a specification.
We define ALG(Y) as the class of all minimal r-algebras that are models of @. If Y is equational, there exists a congruence relation w0 on T(T) such that for all s, &T(T), s-~ t iff @ Fs = t. I shall write T(9) for the quotient T(T)/ wO. Every minimal r-algebra that is a model of CD is a homomorphic image of T(Y); thus, T(Y) is initial in the category ALG(Y), with r-homomorphisms for arrows. 9' is a flat initial algebra specijcation of
AEALG(T) if A ET(Y)-in other words, if A is initial in ALG(Y). (The qualification
"flat" is to distinguish this notion from specification with hidden sorts and functions, to be discussed shortly.)
There is another notion of specification, categorically dual to initial algebra specification. Let ALG,(Y) be the class of all nontrivial algebras in ALG(Y). Then 9' is a flat jinal algebra specijication of AEALG, (T) if A is final in ALGo( i.e. A is a homomorphic image of every element of ALGo( I shall call Y a full flat specification of A if it is both a flat initial algebra specification of A and a flat final algebra specification of A. It is a simple fact of universal algebra that, if @ consists of equations, Y is a full flat specification of A iff (i) @Fe iff Abe, for all simple equations e over r, and
(ii) for any equation s= t over r, Afs= t iff every simple equation over r is deducible from @u(s= t}.
(See [3] .) These are the criteria that will be used below.
The scope of these methods greatly increases if we allow the use of hidden sorts and functions. With Y as above, suppose the algebra A to be specified belongs to ALG(T,) for some subsignature r0 of r. Then 9' is a (initial/final/full) specification of A if 9 is a flat (initial/final/full) specification of some minimal r-algebra B, and B rr, E A.
If Y specifies A, this can be used to decide simple equations in A as follows. Ake iff T(Y)be iff @Fe. On the other hand, fix some simple equation e0 that is false in A. Then
APie iff T(Y)fe
iff @u{e)Ee,.
The method consists in simultaneously generating deductions from @ and from @u{e}, waiting for e or e. to appear as a conclusion.
Recursion theory
The partial recursive functionals may be defined in various ways (see [g] or [9] ); but the general idea is easily sketched as follows. A partial recursive functional F : N" x N -+ N is determined by an algorithm A that takes as input a natural number IZ, and that may demand, at any stage of the computation, the value of a function at some natural number argument k. F (f; n) is defined iff A terminates with input n, f(k) being offered when A asks for a function value at k; and the output of A in this case is F (A n). Note that F(f, n), if it exists, is determined by a finite part of fsince in a finite computation finitely many values will be asked. A class G!' of (total) recursive functions is said to have a recursively dense base B if B is a recursively enumerable set of natural numbers such that {e}E& = 3n~B Vxdk.{ej(x)={n}(x). 
Refutation methods
We want to apply the Kreisel-Lacombe-Shoenfield theorem to algebras A through their characteristic functions XA. For this, we must single out the classes of computable minimal algebras that are suitable for such an application. For a signature r, let COMP(T) be the class of all computable minimal algebras over r, Sento(r) the set of all quantifier-free first-order sentences over I', and for a class K of r-algebras The(K) = { 4 ESent,(T) 1 Abc#~ for all A EK} (the quantifier-free theory of K). Since Al=c$, 14$Th,(K); hence there must be some beB with A&4.
Definition. Let r be a signature; and KE COMP(T).
By similar reasoning, a recursively dense base for &' is also a refutation method for K. 0
The concept of "having a refutation method" will not be discussed in depth here; I will just consider one source of straightforward examples.
There are effective methods for deciding the satisfiability of finite sets of simple equalities and simple inequalities that, in fact, construct computable models of such sets in a uniform fashion (see [7] for a recent algorithm). This induces a method for deciding the satisfiability of quantifier-free sentences over a given signature r (bring into disjunctive normal form and check if any disjunct is satisfied). We may assume that in this way we obtain for any satisfiable bESent a certain model A,; then a set of indices corresponding with {A+ ( 4 &ent, (r)) is a refutation method for COMP(T).
Similarly, for any II/ESento, COMP(T)nALG(T,
($}) has a refutation method.
Algebras with equality
If an algebra A is computable, we can obtain negative information (for which simple equations e, Afe) as well as positive (for which e, Ake) about it. A parametrized data type F may depend on both kinds of information; so both kinds will have to find their way into an algebraic specification of F. (The pertinent definitions are in the next section, but I suppose this point is easily imagined anyway.) Now, that some equation holds in A can be expressed algebraically, simply by the equation itself. It is less easy, however, to channel negative information into an algebraic specification; and the less since this must be done uniformly, irrespective of actual specifications of input algebras. Here we shall get around the difficulty by stipulating that our parameters are of a special type that allows stating simple inequalities as equalities. Let r be the signature of some algebra with equality. If we have reasonable Giidel numberings of T(T) and T(TO), the following lemma will hold.
3.4. Lemma. There exists a (primitive) recursive function g such that, whenever {n} = xA lr" for some algebra with equality AEALG(T), {g(n)} =X,4.
Algebras with equality may seem rather special; in particular, the validity of the law VxB(x = TV x = F) might be thought to make refutation methods for classes of algebras with equality awkwardly rare. It is a consequence of the above lemma that they are not. Proof. If B is a refutation method for {A tF" 1 AEK}, then {g(n) ) n&} is a refutation method for K. 0
Specifications of parametrized data types
With a few more definitions, we will be ready to formulate and prove the theorem we have been after. The proof is rather involved. To keep its structure visible, I have divided it into a series of lemmas, and removed the longer subproofs to separate sections. One direction of the equivalence is easy. Proof. One easily formulates a procedure for changing the hidden signature of an input algebra in such a way that the specification of F can be safely appended. 0
The rest of our efforts will be aimed at the other direction: to extract a specification from an effective procedure. Proof. Let 9' = (C, @) be any full specification of A. Then we can calculate xA by the procedure sketched at the end of Section 1.2, once we know a simple equation e, that is false in A. Since A lr is an algebra with equality, we can be sure that AP'F = T, so we can take F = T for e. uniformly. 0
The next lemma could be deduced from the proof of Bergstra and Tucker that an algebra is computable 8 it has a full specification (see [3] ). Instead, I shall give a direct proof that is shorter and rather elementary. Since it is still too long, most of it will be relegated to Section 5.
Lemma. Let r be a signature. There is a uniform effective procedure for constructing full specifications for computable minimal r-algebras
A from indices for XA, Bergstra and Tucker, in the paper just referred to, encode a given computable algebra in one of its sorts. Here we want to do something similar, but this time we need a procedure that works for several algebras at once. Consequently, we cannot assume that one of the sorts of r is suitable for encoding: e.g. in Al the carrier of g1 may be infinite, that of g2 finite, while in AZ, o1 is finite and g2 infinite. For this reason, we shall have to add a sort of codes. Since we have been coding with natural numbers all along, we take an extra sort N of natural numbers, with suitable functions. We use a simple lemma from [4] . In its statement, 0 stands for the constant zero, and S for the successor function nk+ n + 1.
Lemma. Let 0, S, fi, . . , fm be a list of primitive recursive functions that for every i (1~ i <m) contains all the functions occurring in some primitive recursive derivation of fi. Then there exists a -W?rWi; 0, S,fi, . . ..fm).
We need the following primitive recursive functions: _ the predecessor function P, for which we assume the equations 
VAEKVXEN: F/(X*, X)=X&X).
Proof. Let F : K+ALG(A) be an effective persistent operation. Suppose A EK, and 1 is some index of XA. We can construct a full specification Yk of A by Lemma 4.7. Now suppose F is determined by the pair (y, E) of effective operations. Then F(A) will be specified by Y := (y&Y;), ~(9;)). By persistence F(A) lr E A, which is an algebra with equality; so Lemma 4.6 may be applied to extract from Y an algorithm for XF(A), say with index 1'. By the effective nature of the conversion of 1 into 1' there exists a partial recursive function II/ such that, whenever 1 is an index for XA for some AEK, XF(A) = {G(l)}. As was pointed out in Section 2, the class of all computable algebras of a fixed signature C always has a refutation method. In particular, this holds for C = r" in case r is a signature for algebras with equality. From the definition of algebras with equality, it is clear that a minimal r-algebra A with equality is computable iff A rr" is computable.
Hence, by Corollary 3.5, the class of all computable minimal r-algebras with equality has a refutation method. So the theorem specializes as follows.
Corollary. Let P be a signature for algebras with equality. Suppose KG ALG(T) is the class of all minimal computable r-algebras with equality. Let A be a signature extending T, and F: K-+ALG(A) a persistent operation. Then F is efSective iff F has
a finite equational specification.
Uniform specification of computable minimal algebras
We are to prove Lemma 4.7. Let a signature r be fixed. Let N, be as in Section 4. By Lemma 4.8, N, has a flat initial algebra specification &=(O,, Dr). Because of the predecessor function, rr is final as well. In the sequel, I will often simply write n instead of S"0 (1 instead of SO, etc.).
Lemma. F,-is

Lemma. Suppose BEALG(C~), /EN, and (i) B tTEALG(T) and { 1} =XBjr,
(ii) BtO,=Nr. Let t, be as in (6) 
u). El
We will be done once we have established the following proposition.
Proposition. Suppose AeALG(T)
and XA= {l}. Then 9'; specijies A.
Proof. We can straightforwardly combine A and Nr to an algebra AuN,.. Let B be the expansion of AuN, with functions if 7i is of sort f.7 (ti= tmr(n)),
otherwise. ?
for all sorts CJET. Clearly, B /T=A; so it will suffice to show that 9': is a flat specification of B. For this we must show that (a) BkEi, (b) for any simple equation e over C,, Bke implies EiEe, and (c) Bfe implies Eku{e}l-e' for every simple equation e' over Cr. 
,(O,F,(k))=F,(k) stands in need of proof (ke N arbitrary). By (p), H,(O, F,(k))= [To]. S' mce a(k) = 0 by assumption, k$ T(T),; so,
To P rove (6) 
To prove (b) and (c), we first show that Ek allows us to reduce any closed X,-term to either a numeral or a closed r-term.
Lemma. Let s be a closed term over Cr. Ifs is of sort FV, then Eit-s = S"0 for some nEN. Ifs is of a sort in r, then EkFs= t for some tET(T).
Proof of Lemma 5.4 (By induction ouer terms). It will suffice to show that if tl, t2e T(T)
and nEN, then F,S"O and H,(S"O, tl) reduce to r-terms, and N,(S"O, tl, t2) to a numeral S"0. (@,-terms reduce to numerals by Lemma 5.1).
The case of H, is immediate by (CC) and (p).
By Dr, oS"0 reduces to SO or 0 according as m is the Giidel number of a closed 
If ~7 is not of sort 0, then by (y) and @), We want to prove Lemma 4.10. So let signatures r and A be given, with r c A, and a class Kc ALG(T) of algebras with equality; a persistent operation F : K+ALG(A), and a partial recursive functional F" such that VAEK V'~EN F"(x*, n)=~~(*)(n). We shall produce a finite equational specification, and show that it specifies F. The construction closely parallels that of Section 5, but there are some complications. We begin with a triviality for later reference.
E~~F,n=H,(an,F,n)=H,(O,F,n)=f,. E$-N,(O, tI,tZ)=O
Lemma (Joint expansion lemma). Let Co, Cl and Cz be signatures, with Z,=C,nCz,
and Ai~ALG(Ci) (i62) such that AI ~1, =A0 =A2 IC,. Then there is a unique joint expansion A,uA~EALG(C,UC~) of AI and AZ, with (A1uA2) /Ci=Ai, for iE{l,2}.
(If you recognize a minimal algebra with empty signature, you will find an application of this lemma in the previous section.)
The partial recursive functional F" is determined by an algorithm A that computes F"(f, n) from n and a finite part { (nl ,f(nl) Suppose Y,, is a flat specification of A', with A' rT=A. Since C,nC =r, we may take the joint expansion B = B,uA'. As B is a minimal algebra and B /A = F (A), it will suffice to prove the following proposition. Proof of Lemma 6.3. The first part of the lemma is evident: the terms involved are products of factors that are either 0 or 1.
Proposition. (a)
Suppose Italp= 1; then we must have o(p(u))=a(p(u))= 1, so by the definition of Nb, tm&(u)) and %Mu)) are of sort c. Also, T(~,j(p(y),~(p(u),p(u))),p(x))= 1, which may be taken to mean that the algorithm A' described above terminates on the argument j(p(y), 7cd(p(u), p(v))). So p(y)=gn,(t) for some closed r-term t-
The algorithm A, working on the corresponding partial function go:= terminates, with output U(p(x)). So F"(xc, zd(p(u), p(u)))= U(p(x)) for any CEK such that goGxc, the latter being equivalent to Gt= T. Now finally, N(F,(p(y)))= 1, whence t=p(y)=F,(p(y))= T. So A!=t= T, and consequently, F"(x~,x(P(u), To show that NF,rsl = 1 it suffices, by (Cl), to prove that Fsrsl = T. As before, Fsrsl =s. Since Abs= T, and E, specifies A, E,ks= T; so indeed E,uEkFsrsl = T. Now it will suffice to show that terms consisting of a function symbol in C-A and T, F, numerals and closed A-terms of sorts other than B can be reduced as required. If the function symbol is N, this is immediate by (Cl). F, has been dealt with above. H, is eliminated by (a) and (p). N,(O, t', t") reduces by (6) . This leaves only the case of iv&%, t', t").
Lemma. Suppose t', t"E T(A),. Then there exist a closed boolean term SE T(T) and MN such that
If F(A)+t'=t", then there is a boolean term s such that Aks= t (hence, E,I-s= T) and a numeral n, such that D, proves T(p,j(rsl,7c(rt'l,rt"l)),n)=l and Un=l. Then in E,uE, calculating t,. Sk as before, N,(Sk,t',t")=N,(t,(rsi,rt'i,rt"i,n).Sk,F,rt'i,F,rt"i) =t,(rsl,rt'l,rt"l,n).Un (by @I*))
Similarly, N,(Sk, t', t")=O if F(A)ft'=t". 0
Proof of Proposition 6.2 (conclusion). Now we are ready to finish the proof of the proposition.
(b) By the last lemma, any simple equation e over C reduces, in E,uE, and therefore, by (a), in B, to a simple equation e0 which is of the form S"O=S"O or s0 =sl with so, s1 E { F, T}, or is an equation over A. t=F,rtl=F,rty=t' (using the proof of Lemma 6.5).
(c) Suppose e is a simple equation over C, and Bfe. We are to show that E. u E u { e} Fe' for every simple equation e' over C. By the last lemma, we may assume that e is either S"O=S"O for distinct natural numbers m and n; or F = r; or t = t' for A-terms of a sort other than B. In each case we can derive 0 = 1 by D,, (0), or by (6) and (n*); and from 0 = 1 every simple equation follows as in the proof of Proposition 5.3. In the last case, we get N,(l, t, t') = 1 by (6); and since F(A)ft = t', there are SE T(T),, withA~s=T,andk~N,suchthatD,provesT(p,j(rsl,~(rtl,rt'l)),k)=land Uk=O (Lemma 6.4), which will make N,(l, t, t')=O by (n*). 0
